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INTRODUCTION

Dear friend!
Thank you for purchasing my Ebook!
By doing Angel card readings you are receiving messages and guidance
for yourself and for others. You are also developing your intuition or
your connection with The Angels and trusting that the messages and
guidance you are receiving are accurate and true.
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The Angels
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Chapter 1

The Angels are divine messengers of God who are unrestricted by time
and space. Angels are with you all of the time including your Guardian
Angels who were assigned to you at birth and they are committed to stay
with you for the rest of your life and to help you with every aspect of
your life. Some Guardian Angels stay with someone for many life times.
However because you have free will (this is a universal, divine law) the
Angels can only help you when you ask them for their help (this is
another divine, universal law). The other thing about asking for The
Angels’ help is that you have to ask the Angels specifically for what you
need. If you ask them to help you with everything throughout the day
then you will find that it won't work. Your question is too general.
However if you ask for their help with each task you are doing then you
will receive their divine assistance. So specific questions are what you
ask of The Angels and they are only too willing to help you.

The Angels

f

“ You have to ask the 
Angels specifically for 
what you need.
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Chapter 1

For this activity you need a pack of Angel Oracle cards. For the purposes
of this Ebook and the videos, 'How to do a one Angel card reading' and
'How to do a three Angel card reading,' I am using the Daily Guidance
from your Angels Oracle cards by Doreen Virtue.
There are other Angel Oracle cards on the market that you could use
instead of this particular deck.
You can purchase them on the Internet through Amazon or your local
bookstore would be able to order them for you.

Angel Oracle cards
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Chapter 1

Oracle cards are an ancient way of connecting with The Angels and
Spirit guides. Angel Oracle cards attract the loving energy of the Angels
that the Oracle cards are attuned to and the cards that you draw match the
vibration of your question or thought pattern.

How Angel Oracle cards work
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Chapter 1

Take your cards and place them safely in their box or wrap them in a
favourite soft cloth. Keep them in a safe sacred place away from young
children.
Bear in mind that if you allow anyone else to use the cards then you will
have to clear the cards of that person's energies before you use them
again yourself (Chapter 2).

Storing & looking after your cards
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Chapter 2

It is always a good idea to clear the energy from the cards before you
start using them for the first time as they need to be cleared of any
vibrations they may hold from the production process. You will also need
to clear the cards if anyone has handled the cards or if you have done a
reading for yourself or someone else.
You can do this by holding them upright between your thumb and fingers
of your non dominant hand (the hand you don't write with) near the base
of the cards. Then raise the cards up to shoulder height and with a closed
fist of your dominant hand knock twice against the cards with the
knuckles of your hand.
This pushes the old energy out of the cards from any previous contact
and readings, so the cards are now blank and ready to receive your
vibration.

How to clear your Angel Oracle cards
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Chapter 2

Blessing the cards means putting the energy of intention into your cards
which will then assist you in every positive way when you are doing
Angel card readings. This can be a prayer or merely saying what you
intend the cards to do. You can say this silently or out aloud.
I usually hold the deck of cards in both hands as I am doing this or you
could fan the cards out with the artwork facing you and hold them
against your heart.

The prayer that I use is:
Dear Angels, I ask that all of my readings with these cards be accurate
and specific and for the highest good of all involved. Please help me to
stay connected to your divine energy and to intuitively know, trust and
understand the messages that you impart through me and these cards.
Thank you, blessed be, amen.

Once you have blessed the cards you don't have to do that again, only
clear them.

How to bless your Angel Oracle cards
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Chapter 3

Now you are ready to do a one card reading for yourself to receive
messages and guidance from The Angels.

Ask a question
You now need to think of a question that you would like to ask the
Angels. You can think of a question or your can ask the question aloud.
You have to be honest about what you want to know. As the Angels
always respond to the issue that is on your mind. It is always better to
ask a specific question as general questions can result in confusing
messages and guidance whereas a specific question will be answered
clearly by the Angels.
You can ask a question about a situation or an issue that is on your mind,
questions about relationships, money and jobs seem to be popular. What
you have to trust and know is that whatever you ask about, as long as it
is specific and it is the real issue on your mind, you will receive accurate
messages and guidance from the Angels.

Tune into the Angels to receive their loving guidance and messages
You need to hold your Oracle cards in the palm of your hands while you
are connecting with the Angels. Close your eyes and see a tunnel or
vortex emerging from your crown chakra which sits in the crown of your
head.

How to do a one Angel card reading 
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Your crown chakra is one of the chakras that receives messages from
spirit. See the tunnel or vortex moving upwards and connecting with the
Heavens. Call upon the Angels to surround you as their energy is attuned
to the Oracle cards that you are using. Then see them getting closer and
closer and then visualise them surrounding you. Thank them for their
presence. You are now connected to the Angels energetically and you are
ready to start shuffling the cards to receive messages and guidance.

Attracting the Angels loving guidance and messages through the cards
Take the deck of cards and start shuffling them. As you are shuffling the
cards ask the question that you previously thought of. Keep shuffling the
cards until intuitively you feel you have shuffled them enough or the
cards start to move and clump sideways or upwards out of the pack.
Sometimes you can get a feeling, thoughts, words or a vision or the
Angels may even say stop. If one or more cards jump out of the deck,
turn them over and put them to the side as they will be part of your card
reading.

Choose a card
Stop shuffling and pull the card from the top of the deck of cards and
turn it over, the picture face upwards and lay it to the side of the deck of
cards. This the message and guidance for you or whoever you are
reading for. As you read the words on the card notice any thoughts,
feelings, words or visions that come to you as these are additional
messages from the Angels. Look at the picture on the card and see what
comes up for you as it gives you meaning and context for your messages
and guidance. Take the accompanying guidebook for the Angel Oracle
cards and read the additional meanings for the card. Think of your
original question and relate the guidance and messages that you have
received to this question.
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This is the true messages and guidance for you and what you need to
know and need to work on right now.

Release the Angels and give thanks
Now it is time to thanks the Divinities for the guidance and messages
that they have given you today. Then see them moving away from you,
up the vortex from your crown chakra and up, up to the Heavens.
Remember to clear the cards of all energies before you do another
reading. Even if you have done a reading for yourself, it is always good
practice to clear the cards of any energy or vibration.
Practice doing a one card reading every day. It is a good idea if you can
do a one card reading for someone else close to you. Ask them to think
of a question or to ask the Angels aloud while you shuffle the cards.
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Chapter 4

When you feel confident you can begin to do a three angel card reading
for yourself and then for someone else close to you.

Ask a question
You now need to think of a question that you would like to ask The
Angels. You can think of a question or your can ask the question aloud.
You have to be honest about what you want to know. As the Angels
always respond to the issue that is on your mind. It is always better to
ask a specific question as general questions can result in confusing
messages and guidance whereas a specific question will be answered
clearly by the Angels. You can ask a question about a situation or an
issue that is on your mind, questions about relationships, money and jobs
seem to be popular. What you have to trust and know is that whatever
you ask about, as long as it is specific and it is the real issue on your
mind, you will receive accurate messages and guidance from the Angels.

Tune into the Angels to receive their loving guidance and messages
You need to hold your Oracle cards in the palm of your hands while you
are connecting with spirit. Close your eyes and see a tunnel or vortex
emerging from your crown chakra which sits in the crown of your head.

How to do a three Angel card reading 
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Your crown chakra is one of the chakras that receives messages from
spirit. See the tunnel or vortex moving upwards and connecting with the
Heavens. Call upon the Angels to surround you as their energy is attuned
to the Oracle cards that you are using. Then see them getting closer and
closer and then visualise them surrounding you. Thank them for their
presence. You are now connected to the Angels energetically and you are
ready to start shuffling the cards to receive messages and guidance.

Attracting the Angels loving guidance and messages through the cards
Take the deck of cards and start shuffling them. As you are shuffling the
cards ask the question that you previously thought of. Keep shuffling the
cards until intuitively you feel you have shuffled them enough or the
cards start to move and clump sideways or upwards out of the pack.
Sometimes you can get a feeling, thoughts, words or a vision or the
Angels may even say stop. If one or more cards jump out of the deck,
turn them over and put them to the side as they will be part of your card
reading.

Choose three cards
Stop shuffling, then take the top three cards from the top of the pack and
turn the cards over with the pictures and words face up. Lay the first card
to your left, the second card in the middle in front of you and the third
card to the right of the card in the middle.
The card to the left talks about the immediate past with respect to the
question or situation you are asking about. The middle card holds
messages about your questions current status and what you need to know
or work on right now. The card to the right shows your immediate future
if you continue on your present path and follow the guidance from the
middle card.
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Take the guidebook and read the fuller explanation of the cards in front
of you. Remember you can change the outcome of any situation by
asking the Angels for help, visualising them doing so and daily positive
affirmations.

Release the Angels and give thanks
Now it is time to thanks the Divinities for the guidance and messages
that they have given you today. Then see them moving away from you,
up the vortex from your crown chakra and up, up to the Heavens.
Remember to clear the cards of all energies before you do another
reading. Even if you have done a reading for yourself, it is always good
practice to clear the cards of any energy or vibration.
Practice doing a three card reading every day. It is a good idea if you can
do a three card reading for someone else close to you. Ask them to think
of a question or to ask the Angels aloud while you shuffle the cards.
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More Questions?

GET IN TOUCH

If you have more questions about Angel card 
readings or would like me to read your cards, feel 

free to get in touch!
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